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Where are the fiery prophets of today - the piercing Revivalists of old? Why do we have "gold dust",

feathers, "holy laughter" and Charismatic chaos, instead of weeping and deep repentance? In this

book, Revival preacher Andrew Strom tells of what he saw and why he left the modern Prophetic

movement after eleven years' involvement. And how the announcement of his leaving shook the

movement. What is real Revival? And how does it differ from what we are seeing? What are real

prophets of God supposed to be like? And how do you discern true signs and wonders from the

false? All these questions and more are answered in this provocative book. Andrew Strom is

founder of "RevivalSchool-com" and editor of the Revival List. For many years he was known as a

"publisher of the prophets" - until his shock announcement in 2004 that he was publicly quitting the

movement. This is his story why. FROM THE REVIEWS: "This book left me in tears, weeping for a

restoration of the true gospel and with such a yearning to see real revival in our nation..."
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My husband and I are Spirit-baptized believers who understand and believe in the gifts of the Spirit

according to 1 Corinthians 12 & 14 and the book of Acts. We have never fit in with the

Charismatic/Prophetic churches because we just felt that something was wrong. And yet we didn't fit

in with the other denominations who don't even believe that these gifts are for today. Andrew's book

answered a lot of our questions about what is wrong, what is missing, why we don't fit in with what's

out there, and what we should be doing about it. It opened our eyes to our own need for repentance



and revival so that we'll be ready for the job God has for us to do. We now realize the significance of

our wilderness experience and what is required of us to heed the Lord's call. We highly recommend

this book for anyone who has been searching for real New Testament Christianity. God definitely

has a place for you to fit into. Thank God for a man like Andrew who is not a man-pleaser or a

compromiser (only in the ministry for the gold and the glory.) THIS BOOK IS DEFINITELY A

MUST-READ!!!!

When many in the 'modern prophetic movement' are doing things like throwing pocket change on

the floor and dancing on it, Mr. Strom's book is a breath of fresh air, a solemn wake up call and an

answer to prayer. As a new Christian who had been chasing conferences and eating up great cotton

candy prophetic words daily, only to left feeling emptier and more confused, I'm so grateful that

someone has taken the time to share these tools for discernment. Using as contrast historic revivals

and piercing revival preaching of years past, it's easy to recognize what's been missing. This book

left me in tears, weeping for a restoration of the true gospel and with such a yearning to see real

revival in our nation. May we settle for nothing less. Thanks Andrew! Maranatha!

This is a solid, insightful, and easy to read book on a topic of extreme importance. The level of

delusion and hype in American Christianity today is frightening. I am pleased to see someone grab

the bull by the horns. Great emphasis on a most forgotten gift. Discernment. I am sure that Andrew

Strom spent much time in deep prayer before being led to write this. This book could be a "eternal

lifesaver" for some.

"Andrew Strom's new book, 'Why I left the Prophetic Movement' comes withbrutal gut-wrenching

honesty to the system of delusional self-sufficientAmerican Christianity which has freely spread over

the earth as thegenuine original. This book asks many questions which are needing tobe asked in

these terrible last days."-Greg Gordon,founder of SermonIndex-net

If you have ever been even on the fringes of a prophetic "movement" that did not seem quite right--I

believe you will benefit from Andrew Strom's book. I notice a thread in some of the

reviews--deception, harrassing, etc. I've not been to Kansas City, but can relate (even on the

fringes) of this movement that harrassment and deception are the keywords. I'm not an expert on

discerning false prophets (but Andrew's book is MOST helpful in this though.) One thing about false

prophets and movements--they will encourage (even subtly) for people to go after the wrong god,



while still using terms most Christians recognize and accept. Andrew does a good job of nailing the

root cause--we don't often fully reognize the true nature of God and it's easier to be decieved

without the correct knowledge and revelation. I can't recommend Andrew's books and ministry

enough.In the past I've read critism of Andrew even being involved in a corrupt movement. May I

suggest--it often takes being involved in something off-base to speak in authority. The Apostle Paul

was in a "wrong" movement. Most of us have been at one time. So let's appreciate this unique

perspective Andrew has--and perhaps learn from it. I'd like to recommend two other books--that

came to me at the same time Andrew's book did and all work together--in my opinion. The True

Nature of God by Andrew Wommack; and Breaking Intimidation by John Bevere. If one wants to

know more about the nature of God and how the other side will use intimidation to get us off the

track--those books and Andrew Strom's book will definetely bring us back to the Bible basics that

have been often buried under these movements.

I must say that, having been personally involved in this "movement" and attending many of the

conferences and places Andrew mentions, I absolutely could not put this book down!!!He is spot on

in regards to the depth of deception involved in this circle. Try as I might, I simply could not get into

some of the weirdness going on...it just did not set well with my spirit.The focus is NOT on

repentance, salvation, deliverance, etc... but on visitations, third heaven experiences, bridal

intimacy, etc... I wanted to RUN as fast as I could from this madness.Many who have been involved

in this "movement" are sick of the hype and the manipulation, to the point of being completely out of

the loop in regards to organized religious sytems altogether!!!Kudos to Andrew for writing this

book... whether or not you agree with every single thing he has to say, there are many who can

testify based on their firsthand experience that THESE THINGS ARE HAPPENING and that THE

CHURCH IS VERY SICK!!!Lord, help us!

"Why I Left the Prophetic Movement," takes a stand for truth in an age of deception and confusion.

Few are willing to speak out against the false prophets harassing the Body of Christ. Speaking from

experience and actual involvement with the prophetic movement, author Andrew Strom weighs into

consideration the true and false move of the Holy Spirit with balance and bold honesty. May this

book convince the family of Christ of the opportunity that is set before Her and the dreadful danger

which is in our very midst. Let us wake up to the times which we are living in; to be sober minded

and of good judgment for the purpose of prayer (I Peter 4:7).



The book is the same as `True and False Revival ' with 2 extra chapters.I think this needs to be

made clear when offering it for sale.
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